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 Rebecca tosses Aleta into the ropes and then nails her with a dropkick after she bounces 

back. Rebecca then picks the biker bitch up by the auburn hair and gives her three swift, hard 

knee smashes to the belly. The world tag team champions are having a warm up match against 

The Biker Chix on a Saturday night house show two weeks before what many are calling the 

biggest and most anticipated tag team match in UWWL history: a falls count anywhere match 

against The Inferno for the titles. Monica wanted to put them up against a jobber team like Tara 

and Rachel, but the champs requested more difficult opponents to get them ready for their hated 

enemies. Thus far The Starlight Express have completely dominated the match with a sensational 

performance.  

 Rebecca shoves Aleta into the ropes and gets ready to crack her across the jaw with a 

huge punch, but the biker chick retaliates with a kick to the cunt from her black leather boot. 

Rebecca gasps and immediately drops to her knees holding her sore crotch, reacting much more 

than you would expect from a simple kick. Aleta struggles over and tags in her raven haired 

partner Julie, who enters the ring in her black leather bikini and goes over to hammer Rebecca 

but the champ slugs her in the belly and follows it up with an uppercut to the crotch. The golden 

haired good girl leaps up, wraps her shiny legs around Julie’s throat, and then flips her across the 

ring with a flying head scissors while the fans go wild. Rebecca springs over to her corner, tags 

in Lauren, and then lifts up Julie by the hair and holds her up while Lauren ascends the 

turnbuckles, leaps off, actually does a somersault in midair, and crushes Julie with a huge flying 

elbow to the face. Lauren takes Julie to school with a series of breathtaking moves before 

knocking Aleta from the apron with a dropkick, and then climbing up to the top turnbuckle, 

leaping off, and giving Julie a flying hurricanrana that sends her across the ring while sending 

the fans to their feet.  

 Lauren scoops Julie up by the hair and tags in Rebecca. The Starlights then back Julie 

into the ropes, sling her across the ring, and when she bounces back both champions leap into the 

air, looking like angels in their silver thong bikinis, and NAIL Julie with a huge double dropkick 

– their finishing maneuver. Julie does a backwards somersault like a crumpled piece of 

newspaper in a windstorm, and then Rebecca covers her as the fans loudly count to three right 

along with the referee. The bell rings, Channing comes into the ring with the gold tag team belts, 

and the beautiful champs smile and hold the belts over their heads while the fans erupt.  

 The good girls aren’t finished, however – they want to send a message to their opponents 

at the upcoming BitchBrawl pay-per-view. Aleta struggles up to the ring apron and the champs 

slingshot her into the ring, then crush her with a double dropkick. Aleta then has her leather 

bikini top ripped off, exposing her luscious tits, and she gets bound to the ropes with her own 

top. Lauren and Rebecca want to force her to watch as they torture her partner. They sling a 

dazed Julie into the ropes and nail her with a second double dropkick, and then Rebecca puts her 

in the sharpshooter. Julie screams in the torturous hold while Lauren stands next to Aleta, pulls 

her hair, and sneers into her ear, “We want to make you pay for everything you bitches have 

done to The Cheerleaders. The babyfaces in this league aren’t going to play nice anymore.” 

While Julie suffers in the sharpshooter Lauren drops down and stomps on Julie’s right arm 

before putting her in a painful armlock. Rebecca finally releases Julie from the hold, and the 

hurting heel curls up in a ball of agony. The champs don’t let up, however, as they pick her up by 



the dark hair, move her over by the ropes, and Rebecca stands on the apron and twists Julie’s 

right arm in a painful position while the biker babe stands helplessly in the ring. Lauren climbs 

up to the top turnbuckle, jumps off, and DRIVES her knee right into Julie’s twisted, outstretched 

arm – BREAKING the limb with a sickening crack. Julie screams out from the badly broken 

arm, and her tied up partner can’t bear to watch. Rebecca goes into the ring and drags Julie 

around by the broken arm before twisting the broken limb some more, actually manipulating the 

broken bone beneath the skin while Julie emits animalistic shrieks of primal agony. Lauren starts 

stomping on the arm and dropping knee smashes across it while Rebecca continues to torture the 

beleaguered limb.  

 The world tag team champions finally let up, take a microphone from Channing, and then 

Rebecca says, “She-Devil and Olivia are next” before aggressively dumping the microphone 

down to the mat. The Starlight Express then leave the ring with the gold belts around their 

waists, leaving the crowd stunned over the brutality that they just witnessed… from babyfaces.  

 In the Inferno dressing room, Jennifer Sanderson and Olivia Morgan are getting changed 

for their upcoming pre-BitchBrawl warm up match, and they get the message loud and clear as 

they watch their hated rivals on the monitor. The powerful bad girls are about to go out and face 

a new jobber team that Monica just signed from the ACF, The Sweethearts, and they plan to send 

a message of their own. Allie and Hannah have no idea what horrors are in store for them.   

 

 The Sweethearts are a jobber team who Monica signed away from the rival American 

Catfighting Federation with a lucrative contract. Unfortunately for them the two beauties didn’t 

read the fine print which says how Monica can put them in all sorts of impossible and 

humiliating situations, like their first match tonight against the #1 contenders for the world tag 

team titles. Allie is 5’6” with dark shoulder length straight hair and wrestles in a black panties 

and bra lingerie set with red hearts along with black thigh high stockings, whereas long blonde 

haired Hannah is 5’4” and wrestles in white lingerie with pink hearts and white thigh high 

stockings. Allie is incredibly hot and sexy while Hannah is cute and adorable. They are still very 

young at ages 20 and 19, respectively. The two gorgeous young jobbers enter the ring and await 

their opponents, who make their ring entrance after the club gets bathed in dim red light and the 

heavy Inferno theme song plays. She-Devil and Olivia come to the ring in their usual ring attire 

with expressions of sadistic glee on their beautiful faces, as if they can’t wait to get into the ring 

and hurt these two young sluts.  

 Olivia starts against Hannah, and the destruction begins almost immediately. Olivia 

punches her in the gut, twists her arm and hammers her across the back, tosses her into the ropes, 

and then catches the blonde cutie and plasters her into the mat for a rock bottom. Olivia could 

pin Hannah already, but what fun would that be? The Inferno are out to make a statement by 

using these two bimbos to send a message to the tag team champs. It’s as if The Superpowers 

and The Inferno are fighting each other tonight by battling other teams and showing what they’re 

capable of. Unfortunately for The Sweethearts, Olivia and She-Devil are capable of a lot.  

 Olivia tags in Jennifer Sanderson, who enters the ring, scoops a dazed Hannah up by the 

pretty blonde hair, and puts on a pain clinic by delivering every high impact slam in her very 

extensive arsenal. The incredibly strong, six foot tall bad girl ends the fusillade of power moves 

with a ring shaking power bomb, and then she scoops up Hannah and tosses her over to the 

Sweetheart corner like a broken toy that a spoiled child is tired of playing with. Allie checks on 

her partner with concern, tags her hand, and then warily enters the ring – clearly not wanting to 



face this big, evil bitch. Allie looks over at Monica with a pained look, now realizing why the 

contract they signed seemed too good to be true.  

 The sexy brunette decides to use her speed advantage to get in little attacks on Jennifer 

from a distance, but Allie eventually makes a mistake by running into the ropes and attempting a 

flying splash – which results in her getting caught and then press slammed into the mat by the 

two time former world champion. Allie puts her right hand against her back after the impact and 

has a shocked look on her face; she can’t believe how much the slam hurt. Jennifer then grabs 

her dark hair, tags in Olivia, and the two of them just take turns pounding the living hell out of 

the brunette sweetheart. They eventually give Allie two black eyes and a busted lip.  

 The powerful heels decide to introduce these two young bitches to the new post-

Apocalypse rules in the UWWL. Jennifer rips off Allie’s top while Olivia drags Hannah into the 

ring by the hair and rips her top off too. Olivia slings Hannah toward She-Devil, who lifts up her 

red boot so that her pretty face rams into it, dropping her to the mat. The bad girls drape The 

Sweethearts across the same set of ropes right next to each other, give them running kicks to the 

pussies, and then clothesline them over the ropes and down to the unforgiving concrete floor.

 Jennifer and Olivia go out after them, set up steel chairs on the concrete floor, and then 

She-Devil puts Hannah in a pile driver position over one of the steel chairs. Olivia grabs her 

white nylon ankles and then they give her a spike pile driver into the chair. Hannah’s body 

crumples onto the dirty concrete. They then do the same to Allie. The #1 contenders roll into the 

ring to stop the count and then roll back out to punish the jobbers some more.  

 The Inferno make Katie scurry away from her time keeper’s table. Olivia scoops Hannah 

up by the hair, bodyslams her onto the table, and then strips her panties off to leave her in 

nothing but her white stockings. She-Devil picks up Allie by the hair, shoves her lower back 

against the ring apron, and then slugs her hard in the gut a few times before stripping her panties 

off as well. Jennifer stuffs Allie’s panties into Hannah’s mouth while Olivia stuffs Hannah’s 

panties into Allie’s mouth. Both heels then pull Allie up to the ring apron by the hair, lift her up 

by the throat… and give her a double choke slam on top of her partner and through the table! 

Fans erupt as the table splinters, and the hapless Sweethearts lie motionless and practically naked 

in a pile of detritus.   

 She-Devil then rolls Hannah into the ring while her partner does the same with Allie. 

She-Devil puts Hannah’s ankles on the second rope while holding her up in a front face lock and 

plants her pretty 19 year old face into the mat for a devastating hellspike while Olivia gives Allie 

a rock bottom in the center of the ring. Jennifer then positions Hannah over her partner, puts her 

head between her legs, wraps her arms around her waist, lifts her up, and then Olivia grabs 

Hannah and pushes her down so that both bad girls give her a reinforced power bomb right on 

top of Allie. Olivia and She-Devil then put their boots atop the fallen Sweethearts and the referee 

counts to three.     

 After the bell Jennifer calls for the microphone and says, “At BitchBrawl we can torture 

Lauren and Rebecca all over this club and then pin them wherever we want – we won’t need a 

ring. What we’re going to do to these two sluts is just one small sample of the hell we have in 

store for the so called champions.” Jennifer and her best friend then toss the losers out to the 

concrete floor and slither out after them like creatures from a nightmare. The Inferno members 

proceed to utterly destroy Hannah and Allie all over the club, giving a brutal preview of the 

upcoming falls count anywhere match – pounding them and humiliating them over the steel 

railing, throughout the audience, back by the concession stands, and then over to the bar area so 

that Jennifer can kiss her fiancé the bartender while torturing Hannah (he recently asked her to 



marry him on a romantic getaway and she said yes). They beat up The Sweethearts so bad that it 

becomes disquieting for the fans to watch. The bad girls eventually strip Allie and Hannah’s 

thigh high stockings off, wrap them around their throats, and walk them to ringside with the 

stockings before tossing them into the ring… and getting out Inferno strap on torture dildos. She-

Devil fucks Hannah in the middle of the ring with her left leg draped over her shoulder, holding 

her body like an electric guitar as she thrusts into her deep and hard. Olivia pussy pounds Allie 

while holding up and spreading both of her ankles. The #1 contenders finally walk the beaten 

Sweethearts back by the hair on all fours to be tortured by The Inferno. 

 At one point The Stewardesses leave their crackling shock sticks deep in the pussies of 

The Sweethearts for so long that they actually need to stop and change the batteries before 

shoving them back in.   

 

 There are always high stakes for a huge, feud-deciding match in the UWWL like the 

upcoming BitchBrawl main event, and the negotiations between the two teams result in these 

stipulations: 

 

 -The losing team will be led around the UWWL club in barbed wire bras and sandpaper 

chastity belts.  

 -If Rebecca and Lauren win, then She-Devil and Olivia will be banned from the league 

for one calendar year and the “no disqualifications outside the ring” rule change will be 

eradicated.  

 -If She-Devil and Olivia win, then Lauren and Rebecca will be the guests of honor at a 

gang bang party in a private luxury suite reserved by the Inferno fan club and they will spend the 

rest of the weekend being tortured in Hell.    

   

 It’s time for BitchBrawl. The event surprisingly kicks off with The Naughty Nurse’s 

theme music playing throughout the club, and the reigning UWWL world champion emerges 

from the curtain in a gorgeous white evening gown with her hair worn up. Eva makes her way 

down to Monica’s announce table, sits down, and puts a headset on. She will be a guest 

commentator tonight because she has the night off after successfully (and easily) defending the 

world title against Marika at a house show one week ago. Poor Marika will be out of action for a 

long time, but rumor has it that her pussy will likely recover and she should be able to have sex 

again someday. Back at WhoreWar The Naughty Nurse was stripped naked by Thunder and put 

into the torture rack backbreaker, but the crafty champion squirmed her sweat slick body out of 

the move to put Thunder into a million dollar dream-style sleeper hold. Thunder drifted off into 

la la land and Eva retained her title. After the bell The Naughty Nurse performed gruesome (and 

excruciating) medical experiments on Kendra’s big black tits – experiments that were disturbing 

to even the most hardened UWWL fans. Thunder was taken away on a stretcher with a circlet of 

electrified spikes jabbed into each jiggling breast and an expression of catatonic agony frozen on 

her beautiful face.  

 The undercard plays out, and the main event draws closer.  

 

 In the Superpower dressing room Rebecca just got out of the shower and she walks 

around with nothing but a towel wrapped around her wet body (Rebecca is one of the only 

wrestlers who showers before a match as well as after – it’s like a ritual for her). Lauren sits 

naked on a bench pulling her tights up her legs, and her partner sits next to her. Lauren finishes 



pulling her tights up, snapping the elastic against her waist, and then she turns to Rebecca and 

says, “Rebecca, we’re about an hour away from the biggest tag team match of our lives, and I 

need to talk with you about something before we go out there.” 

 “Sure, Lauren, you know you can tell me anything.” 

 Lauren takes a deep breath and says, “Rebecca… what’s wrong with you lately?” 

 Rebecca answers by sitting back on the bench and sighing because she knows what 

Lauren is talking about but has been afraid to admit it out loud.  

 Lauren continues, “Ever since Apocalypse you just haven’t been the same. I know that 

was a terrible experience for all of us, you in particular, but you’re letting the problems in your 

personal life affect your performance in the ring. And I’ve been carrying this team over the past 

few months. After you were carried out on a stretcher at WhoreWar those bitches literally almost 

killed me out there.”  

 “I know… I felt terrible for letting you down that night. It was amazing how you held out 

until the time limit and I love you more than ever because of it. You know how competitive I am 

and you’re right that it’s not like me to get taken out of a match like that. Jennifer got into my 

head when she fucked with my marriage and I can’t let that happen.” Rebecca then pauses, 

looking pensive, before continuing, “I have to tell you Lauren that they really hurt me in that 

chain match. More than you know. I’ve been keeping this a secret because I don’t want The 

Inferno to find out, but they deeply bruised my pubic bone in that fight… and it’s not fully 

healed.”  

 Lauren gets a concerned look on her face, clearly taken aback by this, but after she 

composes herself she takes her best friend’s hand and says, “We both know that they’re going 

after you down there at every opportunity tonight, whether they know about your injury or not. 

Everybody knows that my breasts are sensitive to punishment but I try to use it as an advantage 

because I always know what they’re going to do. Sometimes they focus on my tits so much that 

they don’t do what they need to pin me. Right now I feel like I’m at my peak as a wrestler – I’m 

the best and most confident that I’ve ever been, despite my weakness. We’re going to get hurt 

tonight, but we just need to hurt them more than they hurt us.” Rebecca nods in understanding 

before Lauren suggests, “I guess the best you can do is put a strip of gauze over your crotch 

under your tights to soften the blows a little. We’ll wear our regular bikini bottoms instead of 

those skimpy thongs so they don’t see the gauze.”  

 Rebecca squeezes Lauren’s hand to thank her for the support and goes to get changed, 

starting with putting gauze over her pussy and then another strip around her waist to keep it in 

place before she starts putting on her Starlight Express tights. Lauren and Rebecca finish putting 

on their silver bikinis, lace up their silver wrestling boots, tape up their fists with an I can’t wait 

to hurt those bitches look on their faces, and then they stand in the locker room with Susan, 

Anjou and Jen (who just beat the hell out of Dina a few minutes ago) there as well. Lauren hugs 

Rebecca, and then holds her hands while looking in her eyes as she says, “Those aren’t the 

pathetic Biker Chix who we’re fighting out there tonight – they’re two of the most dangerous, 

most sadistic women in the world. So I need you to be at your best. Remember the Rebecca who 

beat Amy for the world title, the Rebecca who led us to victory at War Games 2, the Rebecca 

who popped her shoulder back into place to come back and win the triple threat match? I need 

that Rebecca Williams out there. Hell, every babyface in this locker room needs that Rebecca 

Williams. So let’s go out there and destroy those evil cunts.”   

 Rebecca takes Lauren’s words to heart, feeling inspired and energized, and hugs her tag 

team partner and best friend. Rebecca has tender, recently healed ribs and her sore pubic bone - 



but Lauren has something on her mind as well, albeit something minor in comparison. A few 

days ago Lauren’s husband blindfolded her and took her to a really fancy spa as a surprise 

anniversary gift. When he took off the blindfold and she saw that she was at the most expensive 

spa in the city she was secretly annoyed with him, although she didn’t want to hurt his feelings 

so she pretended to like the present. Having a spa treatment and getting a massage is actually the 

last thing Lauren would want to do before a big match because she likes to feel pumped up rather 

than relaxed, but she felt obligated to go through with it. Now Lauren secretly feels a little soft 

going into this huge title defense… and she’s going to be a little more sensitive to pain.   

 

 The penultimate match on the card plays out, a very interesting heel vs. heel match 

between Mindy and Dheera that Mindy ends up barely winning, and then Channing goes into the 

ring (looking great in a yellow evening gown) to announce the biggest and most anticipated tag 

team match in the history of the Underground Women’s Wrestling League. “Ladies and 

gentlemen, this is the main event of the evening, it is for the UWWL world tag team 

championship, it is scheduled for one fall… and as you know this is a falls count anywhere 

match with no tagging, no count outs, no disqualifications except for outside interference, non-

lethal weapons are legal, and a pinfall or submission can count anywhere on UWWL property – 

even the parking lot. There must be a winner!” The fans cheer in response to this, and then the 

upbeat Starlight Express theme music starts playing, and when the song picks up sparklers go off 

around the entire club, a cavalcade of small explosions go off over the curtain, and then Rebecca 

and Lauren emerge through the smoke looking more beautiful than ever in their silver outfits 

with makeup, glitter, and the gold world tag team belts around their waists. Rebecca has a gym 

bag of weapons slung over her shoulder, and they each have their trusty field hockey sticks. 

Superpower fans go insane upon seeing their gorgeous heroines, and Channing continues, 

“Introducing first, the current reigning UWWL world tag team champions – representing the 

Superpowers stable, Lauren and Rebecca… The Starlight Express!” The champs spring down the 

aisle, babyfaces to the core, as they high five and blow kisses at the fans. The good girls leave 

their bag of weapons by their corner and then stand in the ring holding their field hockey sticks 

with looks of visceral hatred fixed on the curtain.  

 The sparks then get replaced by flames shooting up all over the club, and the Inferno 

theme song “Depths of Hell” starts playing while a firmament of red light enshrouds the club. 

She-Devil and Olivia emerge from the curtain to cheers from Inferno fans and jeers from 

everyone else. Jennifer pushes a shopping cart filled with grisly weapons and torture devices. 

The two tall, strong fighters are in their usual ring attire. Channing says, “Now introducing the 

challengers, representing The Inferno: She-Devil and Olivia!” Channing then gets out of the ring 

before getting caught in the crossfire of two teams that utterly loathe each other. The bad girls 

park their shopping cart and take out their weapons of choice – Jennifer naturally takes her three 

pronged, electrified torture pitchfork while Olivia gets out a malicious looking crowbar.  

 The bad girls enter the ring with their weapons and have a stare down with the tag team 

champions while the referee explains the rules and stipulations. Lauren and Olivia look into each 

other’s eyes, and Lauren has a smirk of confidence after doing hellacious things to the Army girl 

in the previous fight. Rebecca looks at Jennifer and says, “I see you’re in your sorority slut 

Halloween costume again.”  

 The challenger smiles at this comment and goes for the jugular right away, “You know… 

your husband is probably fucking Marie right now as we speak. I’m sure she’s enjoying it too 

because his dick felt really good in my pussy.” Rebecca sneers in response to this, and lifts up 



her field hockey stick like a swordfighter. Jennifer turns on the pitchfork’s electricity, and 

elevates her weapon while waiting for the bell.  

 The bell rings, and Rebecca and She-Devil start to thrust and parry their weapons like a 

fencing match. An overconfident Lauren swings her stick but Olivia uses her military combatives 

training to duck and then jab Lauren in the belly with the curved part of her crowbar. Lauren 

yelps, and then Olivia delivers a second thrust right to Lauren’s cunt. The dirty blonde babyface 

drops to her knees with her mouth in an “o” after being bashed in the cunt with a crowbar. Olivia 

gets a firm, two handed grip and then wallops the crowbar across Lauren’s back, knocking her to 

the mat. The bad girl in camouflage kicks Lauren onto her back and then swings the crowbar 

toward her face, trying to return the favor of a broken nose, but Lauren rolls out of the way and 

the curved rod of metal slams into the canvas. The champ then uses her field hockey stick to 

sweep Olivia’s legs out from under her. Lauren pounces on Olivia and tries to dig her stick into 

her throat but Olivia knees Lauren in the crotch (eliciting a sexy moan) and then rolls on top of 

her – digging Lauren’s own weapon into her throat. Lauren’s shiny legs and silver wrestling 

boots swish on the mat as she’s choked.    

 Rebecca and She-Devil circle each other with their weapons, oblivious to everything 

except their intense, visceral hatred for one another. They feel each other out for a while, 

parrying each other’s attacks, but then Jennifer gets impatient and tries to zap Rebecca’s crotch 

with a quick, aggressive thrust. The champ knocks Jennifer’s pitchfork away and then sends the 

curved part of her field hockey stick into She-Devil’s throat as hard as she can. The fans audibly 

wince at the vicious blow, and a gasping challenger slowly falls to her knees after dropping her 

pitchfork and clutching her throat. Rebecca grabs her rival’s hair, leans her head back, holds her 

field hockey stick from the middle like an archery bow, and then hammers her in the face and 

head with the stick while Jennifer’s sexy body shudders from every shot. The fans are in an 

altered state of frenzy as they soak up every move. They paid to see vicious, hate-filled violence 

and that’s what they’re getting.  

 Across the ring Lauren is being choked with Olivia on top of her. Olivia eventually draws 

the stick up and drives it like a cross check into Lauren’s tits. The gorgeous good girl hugs her 

own chest in pain, but Olivia knocks her hands away and blasts her in the boobs again, then 

presses the horizontal stick into her tits and mashes them. The Army babe finally stands up, 

swings Lauren’s field hockey stick, and bashes her across the left side of the face with it. Olivia 

tosses the stick aside, picks Lauren up slowly by the hair, kicks her in the cunt with her 

camouflage wrestling boot, and then leans her over the top rope. Olivia slugs Lauren all over to 

subdue her, then picks up her crowbar… and WHACKS it across both of Lauren’s tits as hard as 

she can. Lauren leans forward howling and clutching her chest. Olivia sends an underhand swing 

up to Lauren’s chin, knocking her back against the ropes, and then she runs up and clotheslines 

Lauren over the top rope and down to the concrete floor.  

 Rebecca is faring much better. She finishes up the barrage of blows into Jennifer’s head, 

drops her hockey stick, picks She-Devil up by the hair and the waist band of her red pantyhose, 

and tosses her out to the floor before sliding out herself. Rebecca retrieves her weapon, wields it 

like a lumberjack, and just pounds it as hard as she can into the body of the woman who fucked 

her husband. Rebecca pounds the stick into She-Devil repeatedly, all over Jennifer’s squirming 

body like a railroad worker driving spikes. Rebecca eventually drops her stick, picks up She-

Devil by the hair, and bashes her pretty face into the steel railing. The silver-clad champ then 

digs the challenger’s throat into the railing and knees her in the tits and belly. Dr. Williams leans 

in beside the ear of her foe, says, “Let’s see how you like having your pussy punished…” and 



then she steps back, runs up, and punts Jennifer’s cunt from behind. Rebecca then stands behind 

her like a cop frisking a suspect and knees her in the cunt several times before slapping her on 

the ass for some humiliation. Next, Rebecca picks up her field hockey stick, draws it back over 

her head, and then hammers it down across the back of Jennifer’s neck like an executioner at a 

chopping block. Rebecca does it again, and then a third time. Jennifer is hurt, and her body 

shivers while she feels a tingly sensation from almost having her neck broken. Rebecca is 

literally trying to put Jennifer Sanderson in a wheelchair. She-Devil knows this, and in 

desperation she moves away from a fourth blow that clangs harmlessly into the railing. She 

fights back by kicking Rebecca in the belly, kneeing her in the face, and then flooring her with a 

clothesline.  

 On the other side of the ring Olivia is just pummeling Lauren. The dirty blonde beauty is 

on her knees looking up submissively while Olivia hammers her in the head and face. The 

vicious Army girl picks Lauren up to her feet by the hair… and then rams her pretty face into the 

time keeper’s table. Olivia bashes Lauren’s face into the table again, and then a third time. She 

then unties Lauren’s skimpy silver bikini top, slithers it off, and wraps it around her throat – 

starting to choke her. After choking Lauren for a bit, causing Lauren’s tongue to flick out of her 

mouth in a sexy way, Olivia lifts her up off the table with the bikini top like a fisherman pulling 

up a net, and then slams her face into the table one more time – making Lauren drop down to her 

knees with her famous, sensitive, scarred up tits resting on the edge of the table. Olivia climbs 

onto the table, leaps up, and drives her knees into both of Lauren’s boobs. The challenger then 

keeps her knees there and maliciously g r i n d s them into Lauren’s tits, mashing them flat into 

the table while grabbing Lauren’s hair and pulling up on her hair with both hands as hard as she 

can. Lauren shrieks from the double torture of having her hair pulled and her tits mashed. The 

brunette bad girl pulls so hard that she actually pulls a small handful of Lauren’s hair out of her 

scalp as Lauren emits a blood curdling scream. Olivia laughs when Lauren’s hair comes out, and 

then she holds her up by the hair with her left hand while giving her stinging, humiliating slaps 

to the face – still grinding her tits into the table with her knees.  

 Olivia eventually tires of this so she takes her knees off and then bops Lauren in the face 

– knocking her back to the concrete floor. Olivia springs off of the table, feeling bloodlust 

coursing through her, and she picks up Lauren with the bikini top around her throat, pulls the 

strings to squeeze it real hard around her throat and choke the fuck out of her, and then she 

swings Lauren around and bounces her head off the steel ring post with a satisfying, metallic 

ding. Olivia then smashes Lauren’s face into the ring apron and uses the bikini top to bind 

Lauren’s wrists to the bottom rope. The heel subsequently goes over to her ominous shopping 

cart and takes out an incredibly cruel flogging whip – a whip that Amy used on Lauren several 

times throughout their feud, a whip that Amy donated to tonight’s cause. Olivia goes over to 

Lauren with a sadistic grin on her face, pulls her silver bikini bottoms down around her knees, 

slaps her shiny ass, and then leans close to Lauren’s left ear and says, “Amy sends her love” 

before standing back… and CRACKING the whip across Lauren’s ass. The sound of the whip 

cracking across Lauren’s ass reverberates throughout the entire club, along with the good girl’s 

shrieks of agony, as Olivia whips her over and over and over again – until Lauren’s ass is beet 

red beneath the mesh of her tights.  

 Meanwhile, She-Devil just knocked Rebecca to the floor with a thunderous clothesline. 

Jennifer grabs Rebecca’s hair, pulls her up to her feet, smirks, and then kicks her in the pussy. 

Rebecca clutches her crotch, gasps, and thinks not there… She-Devil follows this up with a knee 

to the pussy, and then another, before hoisting Rebecca up over her head. The powerful Inferno 



leader presses Rebecca high over her head, making her body glisten under the lights, and she 

signals for fans to scatter from that area. Jennifer then press slams Rebecca over the railing… 

right onto a row of abandoned steel chairs. Rebecca crashes into the chairs and ends up on the 

concrete floor beneath a bunch of chairs like a little kid in a pillow fort. Jennifer steps over the 

railing and converges on her enemy, but Rebecca tosses one of the chairs at her. The bad girl is 

stunned, and Rebecca takes the opportunity to take another chair and thrust it into Jennifer’s 

weak left leg. She-Devil winces and clutches her leg, allowing Rebecca to get up from the pile of 

chairs to slam a steel chair across Jennifer’s head – busting her open and causing a slight trickle 

of blood to run down her sweaty face. Rebecca hammers She-Devil with that chair – knocking 

her back against the railing. When she is sufficiently subdued Rebecca then goes after her bad 

leg like a dog with a steak – driving the chair into the limb and eventually trapping it against the 

steel railing. Rebecca places the chair against Jennifer’s leg, backs up several paces, and then 

runs up and dropkicks the chair to ram She-Devil’s left leg against the railing. Jennifer Sanderson 

howls out in agony, and she’s in trouble.  

 Rebecca grabs the wounded limb, drags Jennifer away from the railing and close to the 

bar, stomps on her leg a few times, and then ensnares her left leg inside a steel chair. Oh no. 

Rebecca stomps on Jennifer a few times, stomps on the chair enveloping her hurting left leg, and 

then goes over to taunt the bartender – Jennifer’s fiancé. “I can’t believe you’re actually going to 

marry that pathetic, evil pig.” He just gives the tag team champion a silent glare of disdain; he 

remembers the night his powerful woman cried herself to sleep in his arms after Rebecca made 

her tap out in the triple threat match, and he regularly drives her to physical therapy and chronic 

pain treatments because of the damage this babyface bitch has inflicted on her. This feud is as 

personal as it can get.  

 Rebecca springs up to the bar, leaps off, somersaults in the air, and lands a huge senton 

bomb across the chair on Jennifer’s leg! She-Devil s c r e a m s out in pain and clutches her left 

leg, desperately trying to take the chair off. Rebecca is a little hurt herself from the high risk 

move and she struggles up to her feet, stomps on the chair a few times, and then removes it and 

slams it into the wounded leg several times. Rebecca subsequently lifts Jennifer up by the hair, 

leads her over to the bar, and smashes Jennifer’s face right into the bar. The champ then harshly 

rubs She-Devil’s face into the bar while making aggressive, fuck you eye contact with her man. 

Rebecca mockingly kisses Jennifer on the cheek and says, “I’ll be right back, sweetie – I have 

some fun things for you” and runs over to get the gym bag she brought to the ring. The bartender 

tries to console his girl and kisses her on the forehead as she stands there with her bloody face on 

the bar, moaning. Over at the announce table Monica takes off her headset, stands up, and gives 

him a threatening look – warning him that he cannot interfere in the match. He softly kisses his 

beloved fiancé one more time and then stands back, worried sick over what Rebecca has in store 

for her.    

      

 Rebecca returns with the gym bag, hammers Jennifer a few times, and then zips open the 

bag and takes out two chains very similar to the ones used in the dog collar match at WhoreWar. 

The Starlight Express were so adept with using the chains that they decided to use them again 

tonight. Rebecca wraps a chain around her taped right fist with a sneer of hatred and bashes it 

into Jennifer’s head – aiming for the gash from the chair shot earlier. After a second chain punch 

Rebecca takes the opportunity to grab the shoulder straps of She-Devil’s red leather leotard and 

then pulls it across her shoulders and down her body – exposing her tits to the delight of the 

crowd. Rebecca blasts Jennifer in the bare tits a few times, slugs her in the gut, and gives her 



another hard chain shot to the face. Rebecca fully removes Jennifer’s leotard, picks her up, and 

bodyslams her onto the bar. Rebecca wraps a chain around her fists and hammers Jennifer in the 

gut with a chain-reinforced double fisted axe handle blow. Next, Rebecca uses the chains to bind 

Jennifer on top of the bar – using one to bind her wrists and arms and another chain to bind her 

legs. She-Devil squirms helplessly atop the bar with her luscious body wrapped in chains, 

looking like an explorer about to be roasted by cannibals. Rebecca removes Jennifer’s red leather 

boots to leave her in just her red pantyhose and red lace gloves. The babyface leader then reaches 

back into the gym bag and takes out a cylindrical taser with rotating prongs at the tip that crackle 

with blue electricity. Holy fuck. She-Devil’s fiancé has to just stand back and watch helplessly as 

Rebecca holds the crackling taser vertically facing downward and plunges it into She-Devil’s 

bare belly like a dagger going into a sacrificial virgin. Jennifer cries out and jiggles from the 

electricity. Rebecca presses the taser hard into She-Devil’s body, relishing her cries of anguish, 

and looks She-Devil’s future husband in the eyes as she shocks his woman all over her 

statuesque body – literally torturing her right in front of him.  

 Jennifer’s husband yells, “You’ll get yours you fucking bitch. You’ll get yours…” to 

Rebecca. 

 In retaliation she says, “You have a lifetime of misery with this cunt ahead of you, 

asshole, so you have no room to talk.” Rebecca then places the taser right against She-Devil’s 

pussy through her red pantyhose, and turns it on while firmly looking the bartender in the eyes 

and taunting him some more. Jennifer howls out from the electricity painfully coursing through 

her pussy.  

 Rebecca finally ends the torture session by turning off the taser, unwrapping the chains, 

grabbing Jennifer’s hair, and slowly pulling her quivering body from the bar. Rebecca hugs 

Jennifer’s body and then splatters her into the concrete floor with a belly to belly suplex. The 

champ makes the first cover of the fight (reminding the fans that this is still a wrestling match, 

not an organized torture session) but She-Devil kicks out after the ref slaps the concrete floor 

twice. Rebecca grabs Jennifer’s hair again, pulls her up to all fours, and then goes into her gym 

bag and produces a little red pacifier. Rebecca says into her arch enemy’s ear, “I got my favorite 

wittle baby something to suck on - it’s even in your favorite color. Now suck…” and Rebecca 

slowly stuffs the pacifier into She-Devil’s mouth as the bad girl protests with a sexy 

“mmmph…” Rebecca then wraps the chain around her throat and leads She-Devil around on all 

fours, forcing her to suck on the pacifier.  

 This right here is a microcosmic example of why She-Devil hates Rebecca so much. 

Jennifer Sanderson is a proud woman, and Dr. Rebecca Williams is the only human being on 

earth who can humiliate her so deeply, so thoroughly. Rebecca walks her arch enemy around 

with that chain, humiliating the ever living fuck out of her, and at one point the champ leans in 

close to Jennifer’s ear and says, “Aaaaaawwww… does wittle baby like sucking on her wittle 

binkie?”  

 Rebecca eventually gives Jennifer a brutal kick to the face, knocking the pacifier from 

her mouth, and then kicks her in the belly to flip her over. Rebecca then lifts up Jennifer’s 

stocking feet, spreads her legs, stomps her in the pussy… and puts her in the sharpshooter. A 

bloody, hurting, humiliated She-Devil screams out in abject agony as she squirms on the dirty 

concrete floor in an utterly excruciating submission hold that perfectly targets her weak left leg. 

The fans percolate to a deafening uproar, and the referee stands in front of Jennifer, asking if she 

submits and watching for a tap out. 



 Olivia notices this so she stops torturing Lauren to run over for a rescue. Rebecca sees the 

camouflage clad heel rushing over so she reluctantly lets go of the sharpshooter to exchange 

blows with Olivia. Rebecca and Olivia pound on each other by the bar while She-Devil writhes 

on the floor, clutching her leg in agony. The much more experienced Rebecca gets the better of 

the exchange and after three unanswered belly blows and an uppercut to the face she rockets 

Olivia into a row of seats with a scintillating dropkick. Dr. Williams follows her into the crowd, 

grabs her by the hair, and starts hammering her beautiful face. Rebecca eventually rips off 

Olivia’s bikini top, hands it to a fan, and then blasts her tits. Rebecca keeps an eye on Jennifer, 

who is struggling back up to her feet, as she drags a now topless Olivia by the hair back toward 

the ring and then tosses her over the railing. Rebecca turns around only to get speared into the 

railing by her arch rival. The golden haired babyface winces in pain as her back crashes into the 

steel but she retaliates by pounding Jennifer’s back and clawing at her like an animal. Rebecca 

manages to grab Jennifer’s hair and slam her face into the railing before leaping over it, tucking 

Jennifer’s head under her left arm, and grabbing the waistband of her pantyhose with her right 

hand – setting her up for a vertical suplex over the railing and onto the concrete. Olivia then runs 

up from behind and punts Rebecca in the cunt as hard as she can; Rebecca emits a feminine 

squeal and slithers down to the concrete on her knees with an expression of anguish on her face.  

 Jennifer reaches over the railing and grabs Rebecca’s hair with a sneer, subsequently 

pulling her up to her feet while Olivia grabs her ankles. They hold Rebecca up over the railing 

and then drop her – making her throat land hard right across the railing. Rebecca falls to the 

ground clutching her throat and coughing. Just then Lauren manages to free her wrists from their 

binds and pull her bikini bottoms up over her sore, beet red ass to charge at Olivia – screaming 

with rage and lusting for revenge. Jennifer points this out and Olivia turns around to meet an 

onrushing Lauren with a boot to the face, dropping her instantly. The topless good girl lies on the 

grimy floor with her head lolling from side to side, her eyes closed, and her mouth slightly open 

as she brushes hair from her sweaty face. She-Devil stomps on Rebecca a few times then lifts her 

up, shoves her back against the railing, and blasts her repeatedly in the belly with those heavy, 

shockingly painful Jennifer Sanderson punches. Jennifer eventually smirks, steps back, and kicks 

Rebecca between the legs as hard as she can – making the champ cry out and clutch her sore 

crotch. Jennifer follows this up by blasting her throat, slugging her in the gut, punching her in the 

face three times in quick succession, and then grabbing her silver Starlight Express bikini top and 

ripping it off to expose those luscious tits. While this is going on Olivia has Lauren bent over and 

is slugging her in the gut and tits, and then she puts her in a bear hug, lifts her up, and splatters 

her into the concrete with a rock bottom. Olivia digs her fingernails into Lauren’s boobs for a 

cover and the ref slaps the concrete twice but Lauren kicks out at two. Lauren escaped the pin 

attempt, but the good girls are in deep trouble.          

 Jennifer fucks up Rebecca’s bare tits with a barrage of brutal booby blows, and then she 

grabs her and rams her lower back into the ring apron. She-Devil uses Rebecca’s bikini top to 

bind her wrists to the second rope above her head, and then she retrieves her pitchfork. Jennifer 

places the prongs right against Rebecca’s tits and turns on the juice to make the good girl squirm 

and scream in agony. Meanwhile, Olivia pulls Lauren up to her feet by the hair and Lauren fights 

back but Olivia stops the comeback attempt by rocking her with brutal punches – the Army girl 

is just too strong. Olivia bodyslams Lauren on the concrete, stomps her tits, and picks her up 

again for a running powerslam ending in a pin attempt – but Lauren valiantly kicks out at two. 

 She-Devil decides to make Rebecca nice and comfortable before double teaming Lauren; 

she reaches into her shopping cart and takes out two electrified nipple suction devices. Jennifer 



places one on each of Rebecca’s nipples and areolas – stretching them out as tesla coil-like 

electricity sizzles into her nipples within the clear tubes. Rebecca gets a look of disbelief on her 

face as she howls out with her wrists bound above her head.  

 Now it’s time to punish Lauren. She-Devil goes over to where the dirty blonde beauty 

just kicked out of the powerslam, exchanges an icy glance with Eva at the announce table, and 

grabs Lauren’s right wrist while her partner grabs Lauren’s left wrist. They hoist the good girl 

off the grimy floor, bend her over, and drive knee after knee after brutal knee right into Lauren’s 

tits. Lauren hates this, and the blows hurt even more than usual because of that damnable spa 

treatment. After more than forty shots to the tits the challengers scoop Lauren up… and give her 

a vicious double bodyslam onto the concrete. Olivia then slithers her powerful fishnet-covered 

legs over Lauren’s tits and squeezes them in a boob scissor, making Lauren moan. The ref asks if 

she wants to submit and Lauren shakes her head no.  

 While Lauren suffers in the scissor hold She-Devil reaches into the very bottom of the 

Inferno shopping cart and takes out what looks like a saddle with a dildo sticking up from the 

seat. It’s a torture sybian – one of the most diabolical ones ever devised. She-Devil places the 

torture sybian on the ground and switches it on. The dildo is covered in sandpaper and cervix-

searing electricity surges from the top like a fountain as it vibrates. Olivia releases the boob 

scissor, grabs Lauren’s hair, then says “Up you go…” and pulls her to her feet. The Inferno 

members shove Lauren’s lower back hard against the ring apron and then pummel her all over 

before grabbing her silver bottoms and stripping them down and off of her along with her silver 

boots. They then rip open her tights at the crotch. The bad girls each grab Lauren, as she protests 

by shaking her head, and they lift her up… and IMPALE her vagina onto the dildo! Lauren’s 

eyes go wide and then she starts to scream wildly as she feels the electricity crackling into her 

cervix. Olivia stands behind Lauren, grabs her shoulders, and pushes her body down to make 

sure that torture dildo is in her as deep as possible. The heels bind Lauren’s wrists behind her 

back with her bikini top and the almost naked tag team champion rides the torture sybian with a 

delicious look of utmost agony on her face, undulating on the torture saddle until an unwanted 

(and extremely painful) orgasm ripples through Lauren while she gasps from her vagina 

pulsating against the coarse sandpaper up and down the dildo. Olivia and She-Devil laugh as 

they witness this. Lauren will have another forced orgasm about once per minute while she sits 

there helplessly riding the torture sybian; it’s absolutely unbearable for her. The challengers then 

turn their attention back to Rebecca.  

 The challengers go back over to a squirming, tormented Rebecca, kneel down before her 

crotch, and then slug her in the cunt with uppercut after uppercut. The gauze under Rebecca’s 

tights softens the blows, but only so much. The heels remove Rebecca’s silver boots, and then 

Jennifer grabs the waist band of her enemy’s bikini bottoms, starts to tug them down… and 

that’s when she notices the gauze through the mesh of Rebecca’s nude tights. Jennifer’s face 

lights up and she looks at Olivia like a child who just opened a great present. They exchange a 

look that says we must have hurt her more than we thought in the last match. After a quick slug 

to the belly She-Devil wastes no time shredding open Rebecca’s tights, grabbing the gauze, and 

unraveling it. Rebecca squirms in protest but she is helpless. After baring Rebecca’s cunt 

Jennifer and Olivia start an all-out assault on her pussy with uppercuts, kicks, and knees. Olivia 

eventually takes off the electrified nipple suction devices and She-Devil unties Rebecca’s wrists 

– making her plummet to the floor. Jennifer then wraps the gauze around Rebecca’s throat and 

uses it like a leash to make the champ crawl on all fours in nothing but her shredded tights. 

Olivia gets the same flogging whip that she used on Lauren earlier and cracks it across 



Rebecca’s back as she crawls along like a dog. The bad girls walk Rebecca by the throat right 

down the aisle… and through the curtain. The fans will now need to follow the action on the big 

screen.  

 

 The trio go through the backstage area, with Olivia whipping Rebecca all the way 

(covering her back in sickening red streaks), and they reach the door leading to the employee 

parking lot. Olivia kicks the door open, and She-Devil unwinds the gauze from Rebecca’s throat 

while pulling her up to her feet, wraps it around her fist, and bops Rebecca in the face – 

knocking her flat on her back. She-Devil then grabs Rebecca’s hair and drags her right through 

the door and out into the parking lot. The fans in the combat arena erupt as they watch this on the 

big screen. It’s an overcast night, and it’s drizzling outside. She-Devil drags Rebecca across the 

asphalt by the hair, with Rebecca’s legs swishing in protest. Jennifer likes the feel of light rain on 

her skin after being under hot lights in the club. Olivia says, “There it is” and points out their 

destination: Rebecca’s beloved silver corvette.  

 Jennifer picks up Rebecca by the hair… and smashes her face into the windshield. 

Jennifer smashes her face in again, and then firmly grabs Rebecca’s hair with both hands, gets a 

running start… and SLAMS Rebecca’s gorgeous face into the windshield so hard that she 

spiderwebs the glass. The hurting champ just crumples to the asphalt, busted open. Jennifer picks 

her right up again, slams her face into the hood, and rubs her bloody face into the hood of the 

beautiful car while Olivia whips her ass. She-Devil eventually picks Rebecca up, bodyslams her 

onto the hood, and then climbs up to the hood along with Olivia. She-Devil grabs Rebecca’s now 

blood stained hair and says “Come here…” with hatred dripping from her lips like the rain 

dripping from their gorgeous flesh. Jennifer pulls Rebecca’s head between her legs, wraps her 

arms around Rebecca’s waist, and then hoists her up into a pile driver position while Olivia grabs 

Rebecca’s ankles. They’re going to give Rebecca a spike pile driver on the hood of her own car. 

They hold her up for several tension-filled seconds, with Rebecca held up vertically in nothing 

but her shredded tights that glisten under the parking lot lights as the misty rain gently patters the 

toned bodies of the three warriors. Jennifer jumps up and then Olivia pushes down with 

Rebecca’s ankles to PILE DRIVE Rebecca’s head into the hood of her corvette. Rebecca’s 

barely conscious body just rolls off of the hood like a log and she collapses onto the asphalt. 

There is a huge dent where Rebecca’s head hit the hood.        

 Jennifer lays across Rebecca’s body for a cover on the ground between cars. The referee 

doesn’t have much room and has trouble finding a spot to drop down and count, but she 

eventually starts to tap and Rebecca kicks out at two. She-Devil grabs Rebecca’s hair again and 

drags her back toward the club to finish her off. Olivia looks back at the dented hood and feels a 

weird, eerie premonition but quickly shrugs it off.  

 All of a sudden a furious Lauren bum rushes the two bad girls with her field hockey stick 

and cracks it into an unsuspecting Olivia, dropping her with a blow right between the eyes and 

busting her open. Lauren managed to wriggle her wrists free of their binds and carefully push 

herself off of the torture dildo while wincing in agony. An unarmed She-Devil shoves Rebecca to 

the ground and then circles Lauren. The babyface eventually swings her stick at the challenger’s 

left side and She-Devil blocks the blow with her arm (wincing in pain) but the good girl kicks 

her in the belly and then cracks the field hockey stick across her back – knocking her to the 

pavement. Lauren bashes a squirming She-Devil a few times, until she notices a bloody Olivia 

struggling up to her feet. Rebecca stars stirring as well. Lauren goes over and cracks Olivia 

across the side of the face with the stick, making blood spurt, and then she wraps the stick around 



her throat and starts dragging her back inside the club. Meanwhile, a furious Rebecca grabs her 

arch rival’s hair with a sneer and bounces her pretty face off the asphalt before picking her up 

and kneeing her in the face and tits. Rebecca gives She-Devil a vertical suplex right onto the 

hood of a car, knocks her off to the ground, and follows Lauren by dragging Jennifer back to the 

club by the hair.  

 Lauren and Rebecca drag their foes through the backstage area and back through the 

curtain into the combat arena – eliciting a throng of cheers as the four battling beauties emerge 

from the curtain, their gorgeous, half-naked bodies wet from the rain. Lauren hoists Olivia up to 

her feet by the throat with her field hockey stick and then uses a two handed baseball swing to 

knock her into a row of chairs. The good girl crawls on top of her and just starts hammering the 

ever living shit out of the bloody Army girl. Once Olivia’s face is a crimson mask Lauren pulls 

her up by the hair so that they’re both standing on steel chairs, and then Lauren leaps up, wraps 

her shiny legs around Olivia’s neck, and then flings her into another row of chairs with a brilliant 

flying head scissor. The fans in that area have scattered in all directions.  

 Rebecca pummels Jennifer in the aisle, and slams her face into the steel railing. Rebecca 

tenderizes Jennifer’s left side with a series of hard punches, trying to return the favor of a few 

broken ribs, and then knees her in the cunt, punches her in the face, and blasts her across the 

back with a clubbing blow. The champ subsequently threads She-Devil’s left stocking foot in 

between two bars in the railing, and then backs up to punish the limb. Rebecca runs up and tries 

to mash Jennifer’s bad left leg into the steel but She-Devil frees her foot just in time and pushes 

herself up so that Rebecca connects with the railing. Jennifer adeptly swings her right leg around 

and blasts Rebecca in the face with a huge kick. A stunned Rebecca staggers back and She-Devil 

takes the opportunity to run up and punt Rebecca in the pussy as hard as she can. Rebecca 

clutches her crotch with her mouth open wide and slowly drops to her knees. Jennifer leans in 

close and says, “Did you like that, bitch?” before kneeing Rebecca in the tits, pulling her up by 

the hair, and giving her another cunt crushing kick to the privates. A third cunt kick lifts 

Rebecca’s stocking feet from the floor, and then Jennifer drops her arch rival with a freight train-

like clothesline.  

 Rebecca lies on the floor holding her sore pussy with her eyes closed, her gorgeous face 

lolling from side to side, and her golden blonde hair in a wild mess. She-Devil reaches down and 

grabs her hair with a demonic look of pure hatred, and the fans get chills over the sadistic things 

that must be running through her mind. She-Devil s l o w l y lifts Rebecca up on wobbly legs, 

absolutely obliterates her in the cunt with another huge kick, leans in and says, “Did that feel 

good, loser?” and then mindfully knees her in the cunt three times while looking her right in the 

eyes. Jennifer then digs her left fingernails into Rebecca’s pussy, mauls her down there like a 

wild animal, wraps her right hand around her throat, and then picks her up… and choke slams 

her right onto the railing with a clank sound. A wet Rebecca slides off of the railing and onto the 

lap of a fan wearing an Inferno t-shirt. Jennifer steps over the railing and into the crowd, grabs 

Rebecca’s hair, and lifts her up so the fan can spit right in Rebecca’s face. Jennifer leans over 

and kisses the fan on the cheek in thanks, and then lifts Rebecca up and plants her cunt right 

across the railing before clotheslining her back into the aisle. The challenger straddles the railing 

again and just laughs when Rebecca slugs her in the gut. Jennifer stops the feeble comeback 

attempt with a series of angry shots to the throat and tits before kicking Rebecca in the belly to 

double her over. She-Devil shoves Rebecca’s head between her legs, wraps her arms around her 

waist, hoists her up… and power bombs her right on the concrete in the middle of the aisle. 

Jennifer drops down for a cover, and the ref slaps the floor once… and then twice… but Rebecca 



kicks out. Jennifer cracks Rebecca across the face, and then grabs the waist band of her tights… 

and slowly slithers the shredded, rain-wet hose down Rebecca’s legs, across her shins, across her 

feet, and then off of her completely to make her fully naked. Camera flashes go off everywhere - 

a UWWL ritual when a big time fighter gets stripped nude.  

 Jennifer wastes no time dragging Rebecca to the railing by the legs, lifting up her left 

ankle, and tying it to the railing with her stripped off tights. She-Devil then looks around and 

finds the chain that was used like a leash on her earlier, and she uses the chain to bind Rebecca’s 

right ankle to the railing. So now Rebecca is flat on her back with her legs lifted up, spread, and 

bound. After a few stomps to subdue the naked, helpless champion Jennifer retrieves Rebecca’s 

trusty field hockey stick and then stands in front of her like a lumberjack before a fallen oak tree. 

Jennifer leans down and says, “So you tried to paralyze me, huh? You tried to break my neck? 

Well I’m going to break your fucking pussy.” She-Devil then swings the stick over her head and 

connects the curved part as hard as she can right into Rebecca’s vagina. Rebecca’s face 

immediately contorts in a look of shocking agony and she emits an exasperated moan. She-Devil 

winds up and hammers Rebecca in the cunt with the field hockey stick again… and then again… 

and then again… and then again… and then AGAIN… over and over until Rebecca is on the 

verge of passing out in abject anguish. After countless blasts to the cunt She-Devil drops down 

and slaps Rebecca to make sure she’s awake. She then says, “Get ready for this one…”, stands 

up to her full six feet, gets a really firm two handed grip on Rebecca’s field hockey stick, and 

then swings the stick over her head… and blasts it into Rebecca’s cunt so hard that she hears a 

faint yet audible crack from Rebecca’s pubic bone breaking. Jennifer Sanderson has just broken 

Rebecca’s pubic bone. The golden haired beauty emits a deep moan of anguish and then the 

moan gradually dies off as she passes out from the pain with her body shivering in shock.  

  

 Across the club Lauren has been absolutely butchering Olivia, and right now she has her 

standing up on Katie’s time keeper table, punishing her belly and rib cage with a series of 

devastating taped fist blows. Lauren grabs Olivia’s hair, leaps up, and gives her a standing 

dropkick that rockets her right off of the table and into the steel ring post. Olivia’s bloody, 

battered body slides down the ring post and crashes to the concrete, where she lies in a puddle of 

her own blood and sweat, twitching slightly. Lauren slides off of the table, picks Olivia up by the 

hair, knees her in the cunt, and then picks her up in a bear hug… and splatters her into the 

concrete floor with her own finishing move – the rock bottom. Lauren straddles her enemy and 

strikes a sexy pose while running her hands through her own hair for an overconfident, 

nonchalant pin but Olivia just barely gets her shoulder up before the third tap. The good girl 

stands up after the surprising kick out and slaps the ring apron in frustration while saying, 

“Fuck…” 

 And then she looks over and locks eyes with She-Devil.  

 Lauren has to now face her demon – she has never been able to beat Jennifer, but now 

she has to face her with her partner out cold and the tag team titles hanging in the balance. The 

dirty blonde beauty feels more confident than ever after leaving Olivia as a broken, bloody mess, 

and she feels the bloodlust of combat pump through her as she picks up her field hockey stick 

with a smirk. Jennifer, also smirking, has Rebecca’s field hockey stick and the two legends 

saunter toward each other and start circling with their weapons raised. Every set of eyes in the 

UWWL universe is transfixed on this duel.  

 The two battered warriors test each other with a few parried thrusts, but after a while She-

Devil takes a wild swing toward Lauren’s tits. Lauren was expecting this so she knocks the blow 



away and then jabs her stick into Jennifer’s gut, making the young phenom hug her belly in pain. 

Lauren then holds her stick horizontally and delivers a cross check-like thrust up to She-Devil’s 

chin before swinging the stick around and bashing her across the face – bringing Superpower 

fans to their feet. She-Devil drops to her knees and Lauren pounces – bashing her across the back 

several times and then thrusting the stick into her tits. The sensational good girl eventually draws 

her field hockey stick back like an executioner and slams it down into She-Devil’s left tit – 

immediately causing the large breast to bruise up and swell. Finally, Lauren ends the fusillade 

with an underhanded golf swing up into Jennifer’s face that knocks her prone and makes blood 

shoot up like a firework. Lauren splashes onto her formidable foe and hooks her leg for the 

referee to count: one… … two… … but She-Devil manages to push Lauren off, making her 

practically naked body roll across the grimy floor. 

 The two combatants struggle to their feet but She-Devil is dazed so Lauren takes 

advantage by kicking her in the belly to double her over, chopping her own right leg across the 

back of Jennifer’s neck, pushing off to do a back flip, and then Lauren tucks her head under 

Jennifer’s left arm, grabs the waist band of her red pantyhose, and falls back to drill her into the 

concrete for a brilliant belly to back suplex. Jennifer’s shoulders end up on the concrete and the 

ref starts slapping the floor but the challenger gets her shoulder up before the three count. Lauren 

shoves her, scoops her up by the hair, and then rolls the leader of The Inferno into the ring. 

Lauren is dominating the one woman she has never been able to beat, and it could be the biggest 

win of her career if she can pull this off and retain the titles. 

 The dirty blonde babyface springs up to the apron, waits for a bloody Jennifer to struggle 

up to her feet, and then she leaps up to the top rope, springs off, and nails Jennifer with a flying 

elbow to the kisser. Good girl fans are going insane. Olivia is starting to stir, and Rebecca has 

regained consciousness and is trying to untie her ankles from the railing despite wincing in pain 

from her tender pubic bone. Inside the ring Lauren rockets She-Devil into the turnbuckles with a 

standing dropkick, runs in, and then monkey flips her out of the corner to make her crash onto 

her back. Lauren goes over, lifts her up by the hair, and Jennifer retaliates with a punch to the gut 

but Lauren just ignores the pain and slings the red bitch into the ropes. She-Devil bounces back 

and the champ leaps up… and crushes her with a patented Lauren dropkick. Lauren splashes 

down onto the fallen challenger and presses her shoulders into the mat, but Jennifer manages to 

put a foot over the bottom rope to just barely stop the count.  

 Lauren decides to finish her off so she goes out to the apron and starts ascending the 

turnbuckles. However, a resilient She-Devil gets up a little and starts shaking the ropes to 

unsteady her foe, and then with a burst of energy Jennifer pops up and slugs Lauren right in the 

bare pussy – making her clutch her crotch and drop down onto the stanchion between the 

turnbuckle and ring post. Lauren’s mouth forms into an “o” when her pussy connects with the 

metal, and just then a maniacal Olivia jumps onto the ring apron with a shock stick and zaps 

Lauren with crackling electricity. Lauren jiggles on her perch, and then Jennifer gets up to the 

second turnbuckles, tucks Lauren’s head under her left arm, drapes her left arm over her head, 

and grabs the waist band of her shredded tights with her right hand. Uh oh. She-Devil lifts 

Lauren up, falls back… and completes a ring-shaking superplex. Lauren rolls onto her side after 

the sickening impact, clutching her back and crying out. Jennifer goes for a cover but the valiant 

Superpower kicks out at two. After the kick out She-Devil takes the opportunity to sensually 

slither what’s left of Lauren’s tights down her legs and off of her; both members of The Starlight 

Express are now fully naked. The bad girl goes right back on the attack by pulling Lauren up to 

her feet. Olivia has exchanged her shock stick for a spiked club, and She-Devil traps Lauren’s 



arms behind her back while Olivia steps up and rams the spikes into Lauren’s tits. Repeatedly. 

Lauren yells out as bloody pockmarks form on her sweaty tits from the cruel blows. 

 Just then an enraged Rebecca struggles into the ring with She-Devil’s pitchfork, and she 

zaps an unsuspecting Olivia from behind. The Army girl drops her club and falls to her knees, 

jiggling, but Jennifer dumps Lauren aside and then rocks Rebecca with a big foot to the cheek – 

dropping her. Lauren and Rebecca both start slowly struggling up to their feet, with the Inferno 

leader patiently measuring them, and when they get upright She-Devil springs off the ropes and 

gives both members of The Starlight Express a huge double clothesline. The good girls crash to 

the mat beside each other with their naked, sweaty bodies squirming under the hot club lights. 

Inferno fans are on their feet screaming at the top of their lungs after the incredible move.  

 She-Devil grabs her pitchfork while Olivia takes her spiked club and they just go to town 

on the tag team champions – zapping and pounding them into submission. The naked good girls 

writhe helplessly on the mat as they are beaten and tortured. The challengers eventually toss their 

weapons away and pull their foes up to their feet by the hair. Jennifer holds Rebecca while Olivia 

holds up Lauren; the heels count to three and then toss the beautiful rag dolls into each other as 

hard as they can. Lauren and Rebecca collide in the center of the ring, sweat bursts up into the 

air, and they collapse together on the mat – humiliated. She-Devil then props up Rebecca in a 

front face lock with her feet on the second rope while Olivia ascends the turnbuckles with Lauren 

in a bear hug. She-Devil gives Rebecca a hellspike while Olivia gives Lauren a rock bottom from 

the top rope. The heels then pick up their rivals by the sweaty hair and dump them out to the 

concrete floor.   

 Olivia and She-Devil high five each other, grab their victims by the hair, and put their 

heads between their legs before wrapping their powerful arms around their waists. The bad girls 

are going to give the tag team champions a double power bomb on the concrete. She-Devil lifts 

up Rebecca while Olivia lifts up Lauren… and they power bomb the good girls onto the hard, 

unforgiving floor. Inferno fans are going wild, while Superpower fans are silent or ready to leave 

in despair. After the brutal moves She-Devil and Olivia go over to the time keeper’s table… and 

they actually pick up the tag team belts and put them around their waists!  

 However, She-Devil hears The Naughty Nurse yell over, “Hey, bitch – the match isn’t 

over yet.”  

 Jennifer smirks and sidles over to the UWWL world champion, then says, “Look, bitch, 

after I win this belt then I’m going after your belt. I kicked your ass in Germany and I can kick it 

again.”  

 Eva slowly takes her headset off, stands up in her white evening gown and high heels, 

walks up to She-Devil, looks up into the taller woman’s blue eyes, and coldly says, “I was 

younger and less experienced back then, and now I’m at my peak. When you and I meet again I 

will give you nightmares with my fingernails.”  

 Jennifer shoves Eva, who shoves her right back, but then Channing steps in to separate 

the top two heels in the league (much to the fans’ dismay). Jennifer says, “Your days are 

numbered” before grabbing Monica’s announce table, and Eva just stands there giving her a cold 

stare with her arms folded.  

 

 The heels set up Monica’s announce table right under the balcony, and then they go over 

to collect their pretty new toys. Lauren and Rebecca try to fight back but the bad girls easily 

subdue them with rakes to the eyes and a few punches. The Inferno members pick up Lauren’s 

naked body and give her a double bodyslam on top of the table. Olivia then takes a chain from 



earlier, wraps it around Lauren’s throat, and starts to choke the battered good girl as she gags 

with her tongue flicking out of her mouth. Meanwhile, She-Devil wraps another chain around 

Rebecca’s throat and leads her on all fours up to the balcony – making her crawl up the stairs 

while occasionally hammering her naked body.  

 She-Devil and her helpless torture pet reach the balcony, and Jennifer picks Rebecca up 

and ominously positions her at the edge of the balcony right over the table where Lauren is 

having her lights choked out. Jennifer knees Rebecca in the busted cunt one more time, wraps 

her strong right hand around her throat while digging her left fingers into Rebecca’s pussy, and 

then lifts her up… and choke slams her over the balcony railing… all the way down… on top of 

Lauren and through the announce table with a loud crunch! A legendary move that fans will be 

talking about for years, and they let them know it by yelling, “HO-LY SHIT! … HO-LY SHIT!” 

over and over. Jennifer leans over the railing and spits on The Starlight Express as they lie on top 

of each other naked and destroyed in a pile of table detritus.  

 Jennifer Sanderson leisurely walks down the stairs, sidles over to the pile of beautiful 

flesh, and then The Inferno high five each other and put their feet atop the fallen bodies of 

Rebecca and Lauren. The referee starts to count – one… … two… … and then, amazingly, 

Lauren actually gets her shoulder up! Jennifer grabs the referee’s hand and prevents her from 

making the third tap – they could win the titles by pinning only Rebecca, but they don’t want to. 

They want to pin both good girls at the same time. She-Devil tells Olivia to get the other table, so 

the bloody Army babe shoves Katie out of her seat and drags the time keeper table over to the 

crash site beneath the balcony while She-Devil gives Rebecca another power bomb onto the 

concrete. The bad girls give Rebecca a double body slam onto the table just like what they did 

with Lauren a moment ago, and then they each take a chain, wrap it around one of Lauren’s tits, 

and they position Lauren right under the balcony.  

 She-Devil and Olivia, with the tag team belts already around their waists, walk up the 

balcony steps with those long chains. They then stand right over Lauren like fishermen at a 

dock… and they pull back on the chains as hard as they can to hoist the beaten babyface up by 

the tits. A barely conscious Lauren howls out in anguish as she gets lifted off her feet and into 

the air by her tits, and she eventually dangles way up in the air just below the balcony. Camera 

flashes go off everywhere. The sadistic bad girls then start to swing Lauren back and forth like 

parents pushing their child at a playground – making her go higher and higher with each swing. 

Lauren is actually being hanged and swung by the tits from the balcony way over the crowd. 

When Lauren swings by the chain-wrapped tits about as high as she can the smiling bad girls 

start counting in unison, “One… two… three!!!” and then they let go of the chains… to make 

Lauren fall all the way from the balcony… and then on top of Rebecca and through the table 

with a loud CRUNCH. Both good girls have been put through two tables in dramatic fashion, 

and the fans can’t believe what they’re seeing.  

  She-Devil and Olivia leisurely make their way down from the balcony, stand over the 

pile with Lauren’s naked body on top of Rebecca’s, and once again put their feet atop their foes 

in the table wreckage. The referee slaps the concrete floor, slowly: one… … … … two… … … 

… THREE. Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding!  

 The victorious heels unstrap the gold belts around their waists with their theme music 

playing in the background, and then they slowly elevate the tag team belts over their heads to 

proudly hold them aloft with their feet still on top of Lauren and Rebecca – signifying a dark 

power shift in the Underground Women’s Wrestling League, and giving the heels a 

championship sweep they may not relinquish for a long, long time. Channing gets on her 



microphone, “Ladies and gentlemen, here are your winners… and NEW UWWL world tag team 

champions… She-Devil and Olivia from The Inferno!”   

 

 Medics come out to stitch and clean up the four combatants before the now former tag 

team champions must endure the sandpaper chastity belts and barbed wire bras. Olivia sits in a 

chair while a doctor grimly sews up the gash on her forehead without anesthetic. When the 

medics finish up and leave Olivia puts Lauren in shackles while She-Devil does the same with 

Rebecca, and the bad girls take a few moments to rip out the good girls’ pubic hair until their 

pussies are completely bald. Next, they take out the gruesome looking sandpaper chastity belts 

along with staple guns. Jennifer takes the strip of pussy-chafing sandpaper and staples one end of 

it to Rebecca’s pubic mound, eliciting a high pitched yelp, and then she roughly threads the 

sandpaper between Rebecca’s legs, pulls it up as taut as possible, and staples the other end just 

above Rebecca’s ass crack. Now that sandpaper will rub against Rebecca’s clit and labia with 

every step. Olivia does the same to Lauren, stapling her pubic mound and just above her ass 

crack.  

 Now it’s time for the barbed wire torture bras. Lauren and Rebecca stand there in nothing 

but their shackles and chastity belts, and club technicians wearing thick work gloves take the 

barbed wire bras out of their storage cases and carefully put them onto the good girls’ tits while 

the new tag team champions stand back and watch with glee. Lauren and Rebecca whimper as 

they feel the barbs dig into their succulent tit flesh while the bras get put on nice and tight. For 

the coup de grace the good girls have ball gags put into their mouths. She-Devil then takes the 

chain connected to Rebecca’s shackles while Olivia does the same with Lauren, and they start to 

lead the good girls around the club on a painful, shuffling victory lap. Every movement causes 

excruciating agony as the sandpaper rubs their clits raw and the barbs dig into their breasts, but 

they’re forced to walk all the way around the perimeter of the club three full times. Fans stand 

around to fondle them and slap their asses as the humiliated former champions shuffle past, 

emitting whimpers of agony muffled by their ball gags. This humiliating victory parade takes 

quite some time.  

 And now it’s time for the grand finale of the evening – the gang bang party in a private 

luxury suite with the Inferno fan club. High roller fans not in the suite itself will watch the gang 

bang with Monica on closed circuit television from a private viewing room. Lauren and Rebecca 

are led up the stairs to the balcony level, and they get walked down the hallway in their chastity 

belts and torture bras until they reach the door to the room of avarice. She-Devil and Olivia 

roughly remove the staples (causing muffled shrieks of agony) and ball gags, and technicians 

with those thick work gloves carefully remove the barbed wire bras. The bad girls then open the 

door to the luxury suite, and shove the Superpowers in.  

 

 A few moments later, Rebecca is held up getting fucked up the ass by a huge professional 

athlete while other Inferno fans hold up her legs. She-Devil steps up and punches her hard across 

the face as she’s violated, doing it now before she’s covered in cum. The large fan finishes in 

Rebecca’s ass and then dumps her onto a cushioned chair in the corner where she gets bound just 

like she was at Total Domination 3 – her legs spread out to each side with her wrists and ankles 

bound together like a diamond; she also has an “O” gag in her mouth so they can fuck her face 

like a pussy. Inferno fans then line up and start to fuck Rebecca raw – and each thrust is pure 

torture because of her busted pubic bone. She-Devil is right there with smelling salts whenever 

the defeated good girl is about to pass out. To either side of Rebecca there are footstools where 



men can climb up, grab her hair, and force her to suck their dicks until they come down her 

throat, come on her beautiful face, or come onto her big tits. One guy finishes up and then the 

guy on the other side grabs Rebecca’s hair and pulls her face around so he can take his turn – all 

while the seemingly endless line of men fuck creampie after creampie into her ravaged cunt. 

Jennifer stands behind Rebecca and whispers sweet nothings into her ear to rub it in. Rebecca 

sits helplessly bound in the chair like a human blow up doll and her body becomes a cascade of 

cum.  

 Lauren dangles in the center of the room on a sex swing facing downward with her legs 

spread like she’s riding a crotch rocket motorcycle; her arms are bound against her sides and she 

has an O gag like Rebecca along with a bondage strap on her gorgeous face. She can be spun 

around or rotated sideways for easy access. Men line up behind her to fuck her ass and pussy at 

the same time – with two men ramming into her at once as if they’re swordfighting with their 

dicks inside her body. Other Inferno fans fuck Lauren’s mouth and either come down her throat 

or on her face. After a while Lauren’s face is covered with a thick layer of cum and she yells out, 

“I can’t breathe… I can’t brreeeeeeaaathe!!!” but it comes out as muffled and unintelligible. A 

laughing Olivia holds open Lauren’s eyes and fans shoot a massive load of cum into each one – 

immediately causing her eyes to swell and turn red while she continues to gag on the cum in her 

throat.  

 And then a dark haired woman in a trench coat and black high heels enters the suite; She-

Devil smiles when she sees this newcomer. 

 It’s Marie – the woman who is having an affair with Rebecca’s husband.  

 Jennifer has two of her fans wipe the come from Rebecca’s eyes with their dicks so she 

can force Rebecca to look and see who just entered the room. When the beleaguered Superpower 

leader sees Marie she says, “Oh no… anybody but her… anybody but her…”   

  The dark haired seductress removes her trench coat to reveal a black lingerie outfit… and 

a gruesome looking black strap-on. She walks up to Rebecca and mockingly plays with her hair, 

careful not to get cum on her hand, while taunting, “I just fucked your husband last night in this 

same outfit… and now I’m going to fuck you.”  

 She-Devil chimes in and says, “I broke her pubic bone during the match, so make sure 

you thrust nice and hard.”  

 Marie smirks, and starts to roughly work the large black dildo into Rebecca’s come-filled 

vagina before thrusting that dildo in as hard as she can. Rebecca emits a moan of anguish as the 

harsh tip of the dildo knocks against her cervix. Marie just continues to thrust… and thrust… and 

thrust while Inferno fans resume fucking Rebecca’s mouth - adding to the waterfall of semen 

trickling down her gorgeous body.  

 Meanwhile, Lauren is dangling helplessly with men violating every orifice on her body. 

Olivia wheels over a tray full of sickening breast torture spikes, pulls Lauren’s right nipple taut, 

and jabs a spike right through Lauren’s tit. Lauren emits a cry of agony muffled by her O gag 

and a face full of cum. Olivia gets a sadistic grin on her face, picks up another spike, and then 

jabs it through the tit flesh beneath Lauren’s left nipple. Olivia goes on to pierce Lauren’s tits 

with spike after spike until her breasts are like sexy, come covered pin cushions. Lauren swings 

around moaning with her breasts jabbed full of spikes as she is violated beyond belief from all 

directions. For a long time.  

 Finally, after all of the tormentors are beyond satisfied, the new tag team champions put 

slave collars on Lauren and Rebecca and lead them off to Hell.   

 



 

 

Epilogue: 

 

 Lauren and Rebecca are being lowered down by the tits from the ceiling in Hell, down 

onto a metal horse torture device with a strip of coarse bristles along the top. They are naked and 

facing each other with their wrists cuffed behind their backs, barbed wire wrapped tightly around 

their breasts, and dried semen all over their bodies from the terrible gang bang they just endured. 

The defeated former tag team champions get lowered down slowly until their sore pussies land 

on those harsh bristles atop the metal horse (making them gasp in astonishing pain), and they 

sink down on the torture device that will be their bed for the night. Sitting on the metal horse is 

utterly excruciating for Rebecca and her busted pubic bone. She-Devil and Olivia, with their new 

gold belts displayed around their waists to rub it in, put excruciating clamps onto Lauren and 

Rebecca’s nipples with chains extending from them, stretch their tits out with the chains, and 

hook together the tits of The Starlight Express. The laughing Inferno members then put weights 

on the ankles of their new toys to pull them down onto the metal horse as much as possible. She-

Devil gives Rebecca a mocking goodnight kiss on the cheek and Olivia follows suit with Lauren. 

The new tag team champions then push the diabolical contraption over a bed of hot coals so they 

can go and get some much needed rest. Lauren and Rebecca will now spend an agonizing 

evening on the metal horse with their tits stretched and wrapped in barbed wire, quivering in 

agony as tears subtly cascade down their gorgeous yet badly beaten up faces. The good girls 

sweat so much from the heat that it looks like they’ve both been doused with water; their sweat 

and tears trickle down to sizzle on the coals. The hours tick away with the torture room lit only 

by a faint glow from the hot coals while the two beautiful babyfaces sit there and suffer.  

 

 On the following day Lauren and Rebecca are on their backs with their wrists bound 

above their heads, their feet propped up in stirrups with their legs spread, and their vaginas 

painfully stretched open with metal speculums. Rebecca just can’t take this anymore – she is in 

so much agony already that she can’t stand it. As if sensing this, Lauren turns to her best friend 

and says, “Whatever they have in store for us, we can get through it. We can get through this, 

Rebecca.” The golden haired beauty nods at Lauren as if to thank her for the reassurance. They 

then lay back, waiting whatever grisly torture the Inferno has planned for them. 

 They eventually look up to see long, spiral dildos wrapped and stuffed full of stinging 

nettles. She-Devil and Olivia start pushing the stinging nettle dildos toward the speculum-

stretched cunts of Lauren and Rebecca, and the good girls give each other a shocked look 

because this torture is completely new to them. Lauren and Rebecca emit terrified, exasperated 

moans as the stinging nettles are slowly yet roughly stuffed d e e p into their vaginas. The 

babyfaces yelp more intensely as the nettles go in deeper and deeper (the bad girls swirl the 

dildos while shoving them in to rub the nettles in real good), and eventually their faces contort in 

agonized looks of utter disbelief. They have never felt anything like this before. Their pussies 

will continue to hurt from the nettles long after they are removed, with welts all over the inside 

of their vaginal canals. The laughing bad girls take their time and stuff those stinging nettles in 

and out for quite some time while Lauren and Rebecca endure the shocking, lasting pain.   

 

 Later, Rebecca is on a torture table with her legs spread. Her pussy lips are harshly 

clamped, isolated, and stretched up and there are small, electrified spikes jabbing up and down 



her labia, causing her pussy lips to quiver with agonizing electricity. There is also a small metal 

strip about the size of a stick of chewing gum covered in serrated, emery-board like extreme 

coarseness… and that little strip of metal is vibrating and rubbing against Rebecca’s abused 

clitoris with a faint buzzing sound – rubbing her clit beyond raw. As if that’s not bad enough 

there is also a curved G-spot torture dildo spinning harsh bristles into her most sensitive area like 

a brush at a car wash. Rebecca just lies there in agony that is beyond description with a look of 

sheer, unadulterated horror on her face. 

 In the next room, Lauren is bound to a chair awaiting her fate. Olivia opens up her 

laptop… and brings up Amy on Skype. Lauren gasps when she sees her worst enemy on earth 

appear on the computer screen. The ACF champion had her most difficult title defense ever last 

night, against Wendy from The Bone Crushers, and she looks beaten up with a black eye and 

bandages – but she wouldn’t miss this for anything in the world. Amy tells Olivia exactly how to 

hurt Lauren the most, and instructs her on which parts of Lauren’s tits are the most sensitive to 

punishment. Olivia starts with a coarse steel wool rolling pin to make Lauren’s tits as sensitive as 

possible, and she stuffs Amy’s custom made purple violet wand torture dildo deep into Lauren’s 

tortured cunt while she sits there and suffers – and the pain is just that much worse because of 

the stinging nettle welts from earlier. The long, disturbing torture session culminates in Olivia 

slowly putting a torture bra on Lauren’s tits – a torture bra that squeezes Lauren’s tits while 

slowly digging heated, electrified needles into her boob flesh (causing her tits to jiggle slightly). 

For the finale Olivia works barbed metal corkscrews right into Lauren’s nipples while the good 

girl screams.    

 

 The hapless former champions suffer terribly until time is up and the heels dump Rebecca 

at the local hospital then leave Lauren on the front steps of her house with a bow around her 

naked, tormented body until she’s found by her husband.  

 Lauren and Rebecca will be out for months recovering from this humiliating defeat, and 

the New Dark Age has begun in earnest.   

 

 

 


